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to deal with school refusal. Now her experiences and expertise are
available in this easy-to-read practical book. Overcoming School Refusal
helps readers understand this complex issue by explaining exactly what
school refusal is and provides them with a range of strategies they can
use to assist children in returning to school. Areas covered include: •
types of school refusers • why children refuse to go to school • symptoms
• short term and long term consequences • accurate assessment •
treatment options • what parents can do • what schools can do • dealing
with anxious high achievers • how to help children on the autism
spectrum with school refusal
The Philosophy of the Active and Moral Powers of Man - Dugald
Stewart 1866
Volume Two of Two. Other volumes in this set are ISBN(s): 1417972513.
Classical Latin - J. C. McKeown 2010
Extensively field-tested and fine-tuned over many years, and designed
specifically for a one-year course, JC McKeown's Classical Latin: An
Introductory Course offers a thorough, fascinating, and playful
grounding in Latin that combines the traditional grammatical method
with the reading approach. In addition to grammar, paradigms, and
readings, each chapter includes a variety of extraordinarily well-crafted
exercises that reinforce the grammar and morphology while encouraging
the joy of linguistic and cultural discovery.
Marilyn's Last Sessions - Michel Schneider 2011-11-03
4.25 am, 5 August 1962, West Los Angeles Police Department ‘Marilyn
Monroe has died of an overdose’, a man’s voice says dully. And when the
stunned policeman asked ‘What?’, the same voice struggled to repeat
‘Marilyn Monroe has died. She has committed suicide.’ If life were
scripted like the movies, this extraordinary phone call would have been
made by the most important man in Marilyn Monroe’s life – Dr Ralph
Greenson, her final psychoanalyst. During her last years Marilyn had
come to rely on Greenson more and more. She met with him almost every
day. He was her analyst, her friend and her confessor. He was the last
person to see her alive, and the first to see her dead. In this highly
acclaimed novel, Marilyn’s last years – and her last sessions on Dr
Greenson’s couch – are brilliantly recreated. This is the story of the
world’s most famous and elusive actress, and the world she inhabited,
surrounded by such figures as Arthur Miller, Truman Capote and John
Huston. It is a remarkable piece of storytelling that illuminates one of the
greatest icons of the twentieth century.
Michael Jackson: The Real Story - Dieter Wiesner 2020-02-20
This is not your typical eBook. In this enhanced eBook you are about to
experience Michael Jackson in a way that he has never been presented
before. As he really was. Best of all you will be able to click a button and
hear for yourself numerous voicemail messages that spell out, in detail,
some of his visionary business plans he had for the second phase of his
life, including his desire and plan to purchase Marvel Comic's catalog.
“You were with him for a long time. You need to tell the story! You need
to tell the real story about my son!” Inspired by these words from
Michael Jackson’s mother, Katherine Jackson, former manager,
confidant, and personal friend Dieter Wiesner’s newly released enhanced
ePub, “Michael Jackson The Real Story: An Interactive Look Into Michael
Jackson’s Visionary Business and Human Side,” does just that. Influenced
by a sense of obligation, Mr. Wiesner shares intimate information about
Michael Jackson the business genius and the loving father and family
man. The book’s author, Dieter Wiesner was inseparable from Michael
during the 80-concert, five continent HIStory world tour. After the tour,
Dieter lived with Michael and his children for several years at the
legendary Neverland Ranch. Having already influenced a generation of
entertainers through song and dance, in the year 2000, Michael Jackson
was facing a radical change in his life and work and shared his top-secret
intentions, plans, and vision for the second phase of his life with Mr.
Wiesner. Had Michael Jackson been left alone to execute the visionary

Some Types of Modern Educational Theory - Ella Flagg Young 1909
Locals Only - Hugh Holland 2012-05-01
A collection of photographs of young Californians skateboarding in the
1970s is accompanied by an interview with the photographer.
Storm of Dogs - Erin Hunter 2015-10-13
Lucky and the dogs of the Wild Pack must fight tooth and claw to survive
the storm of dogs--the terrifying battle that has been haunting Lucky's
dreams.
Wie Geht's? - Ingrid Sevin 1995
With an emphasis on culture, this introductory program shows how the
German language works. Reading selections and exercises help develop
the five skills.
Push - 2021-12-07
The dynamic images from the analog era found in PUSH demonstrate
why Grant Brittain has become one of the most widely-recognized
skateboard photographers on the planet. Brittain has been at the
epicenter of California skateboarding since landing a job at Del Mar
Skate Ranch in 1978. Brittain started shooting Kodachrome at Del Mar in
1979, and within a few years he was submitting photographs to
TransWorld Skateboarding magazine, going on to become Photo Editor
there shortly thereafter. In 1987, "The Push," a photo of Tod Swank
made the cover of TransWorld, becoming one of the most recognizable
photos in all of skateboarding. J Grant Brittain has mentored dozens of
budding photographers while achieving the status of icon to
skateboarders around the world. It's high time the world gets a chance to
see this collection of his work from the 1980s that has inspired so many.
PUSH includes a foreword by Tony Hawk, an introduction by Miki
Vuckovich and a fold-out timeline by Gary Scott Davis.
Isolation in the School - Ella Flagg Young 1901
Vocabulary and Language Teaching - Ronald Carter 2014-06-06
The material in this book reviews work dating back to the vocabulary
control movement in the 1930s and also refers to more recent work on
the role of lexis in language learning. Two chapters describe the main
foundations of lexical semantics and relevant research and pedagogical
studies in vocabulary and lexicography; and a further chapter discusses
recent advances in the field of lexis and discourse analysis. There is also
a series of specially commissioned articles which investigate the
structure and functions of the modern English lexicon in relation to its
exploitation for classroom vocabulary teaching.
A House Without Mirrors - Marten Sanden 2013-07-02
A moving ghost story that explores the overcoming of loss, and how to
move on Thomasine has spent months living in her great-great-aunt's
dusty, dark house with her father, and her aunt, uncle and cousins. While
her father's siblings bicker about how much the house must be worth,
her distant, elderly aunt is upstairs, dying, and her father has
disappeared inside himself, still mourning the death of Thomasine's little
brother. But one day, her youngest cousin makes a discovery: a
wardrobe, filled with all the mirrors missing from the big house. And
through the mirrors, a different world - one in which you can find not
what you most wish for, but perhaps what you most need... A beautiful
tale of love, grief and growing up, A House Without Mirrors is an
unforgettable adventure into families and the power of love.
Overcoming School Refusal - Joanne Garfi 2018-01-31
School refusal affects up to 5% of children and is a complex and stressful
issue for the child, their family and school. The more time a child is away
from school, the more difficult it is for the child to resume normal school
life. If school refusal becomes an ongoing issue it can negatively impact
the child’s social and educational development. Psychologist Joanne Garfi
spends most of her working life assisting parents, teachers, school
counsellors, caseworkers, and community policing officers on how best
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purchases and partnerships he desired, including Marvel Comics and
Disney among others, he would have undoubtedly been one of the
wealthiest people in the world. Readers will get to know Michael Jackson
the human being in a much deeper way — the Michael that few got to
know and appreciate.
Paranoid Park - Blake Nelson 2008-02-28
now a major motion picture directed by Gus Van Sant (My Own Private
Idaho, Good Will Hunting, and Milk) It was an accident. He didn’t mean
to kill the security guard with his skateboard—it was self-defense. But
there’s no one to back up his story. No one even knows he was at
Paranoid Park. Should he confess, or can he get away with it? It’s an
ethical question no one should have to answer. Writing more intensely
than ever before, Blake Nelson delivers a film noir in book form,
complete with interior monologue and dark, psychological drama. This is
a riveting look at one boy’s fall into a world of crime, guilt, and fear—and
his desperate attempt to get out again.
Mark Gonzales - Mark Gonzales 2000

Hawk - Tony Hawk 2010-09-21
For Tony Hawk, it wasn't enough to skate for two decades, to invent
more than eighty tricks, and to win more than twice as many professional
contests as any other skater.It wasn't enough to knock himself
unconscious more than ten times, fracture several ribs, break his elbow,
knock out his teeth twice, compress the vertebrae in his back, pop his
bursa sack, get more than fifty stitches laced into his shins, rip apart the
cartilage in his knee, bruise his tailbone, sprain his ankles, and tear his
ligaments too many times to count.No.He had to land the 900. And after
thirteen years of failed attempts, he nailed it. It had never been done
before. Growing up in Sierra Mesa, California, Tony was a hyperactive
demon child with an I44 IQ. He threw tantrums, terrorized the nanny
until she quit, exploded with rage whenever he lost a game; this was a
kid who was expelled from preschool. When his brother, Steve, gave him
a blue plastic hand-me-down skateboard and his father built a skate ramp
in the driveway, Tony finally found his outlet--while skating, he could be
as hard on himself as he was on everyone around him. But it wasn't an
easy ride to the top of the skating game. Fellow skaters mocked his
skating style and dubbed him a circus skater. He was so skinny he had to
wear elbow pads on his knees, and so light he had to ollie just to catch
air off a ramp. He was so desperate to be accepted by young skating
legends like Steve Caballero, Mike McGill, and Christian Hosoi that he
ate gum from between Steve's toes. But a few years of determination and
hard work paid off in multiple professional wins, and the skaters who
once had mocked him were now trying to learn his tricks. Tony had
created a new style of skating. In Hawk Tony goes behind the scenes of
competitions, demos, and movies and shares the less glamorous demands
of being a skateboarder--from skating on Italian TV wearing see-through
plastic shorts to doing a demo in Brazil after throwing up for five days
straight from food poisoning. He's dealt with teammates who lit
themselves and other subjects on fire, driving down a freeway as the
dashboard of their van burned. He's gone through the unpredictable ride
of the skateboard industry during which, in the span of a few years, his
annual income shrank to what he had made in a single month and then
rebounded into seven figures. But Tony's greatest difficulty was dealing
with the loss of his number one fan and supporter--his dad, Frank Hawk.
With brutal honesty, Tony recalls the stories of love, loss, bad hairdos,
embarrassing '80s clothes, and his determination that had shaped his
life. As he takes a look back at his experiences with the skateboarding
legends of the '70s, '80s, and '90s, including Stacy Peralta, Eddie
Elguera, Lance Mountain, Mark Gonzalez, Bob Burnquist, and Colin
Mckay, he tells the real history of skateboarding--and also what the
future has in store for the sport and for him.
Harry Potter Hand Lettering - Jay Roeder 2021-01-19
Presents step-by-step instructions for a wide range of lettering styles and
graphical illustrations inspired by the Harry Potter movies.
The Butterflies of the British Isles - Richard South 2021-05-19
"The Butterflies of the British Isles" by Richard South. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction
to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Stickerbomb Skateboard - Studio Rarekwai (SRK) 2015-05-05
Skateboard stickers have always been highly collectable, and this will be
the first book to bring together some of the most popular stickers, both
classic and new. At a time when skateboarding has already established
itself in the mainstream, and is now coming back into the 'cool', the book
will have massive appeal, combining a nostalgic 'revival' element
appealing to the older generation of skaters, while also having a big
appeal to current younger skateboard enthusiasts. The book will also
have global appeal due to the widespread popularity of skateboarding
culture. The book will feature stickers from the following brands: Alien
Workshop, REAL, Toy Machine, Girl, and Santa Cruz. Approximately 30
stickers will be included from each brand.
Barbapapa's Voyage - Annette Tison 2013
Meeting Barbapapa for the very first time is a magical moment - every
child will adore this loyal, gentle, friendly creature, who can change into
any shape and solve any problem for his family and friends. In this story,
Barbapapa searches the world and beyond for a Barbamama to share his
life.
Marilyn - Lois Banner 2012-07-17
Like her art, Marilyn Monroe was rooted in paradox: She was a powerful

The School City - Harris William Torrey 2019-03-10
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish - Mark Davies 2017-12-12
A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish has been fully revised and updated,
including over 500 new entries, making it an invaluable resource for
students of Spanish. Based on a new web-based corpus containing more
than 2 billion words collected from 21 Spanish-speaking countries, the
second edition of A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish provides the most
expansive and up-to-date guidelines on Spanish vocabulary. Each entry is
accompanied with an illustrative example and full English translation.
The Dictionary provides a rich resource for language teaching and
curriculum design, while a separate CD version provides the full text in a
tab-delimited format ideally suited for use by corpus and computational
linguistics. With entries arranged both by frequency and alphabetically,
A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish enables students of all levels to get
the most out of their study of vocabulary in an engaging and efficient
way.
'93 Til - Pete Thompson 2020-09
To be a skateboarder today is a much different experience than it was for
much of the 1990s. The photographs, quotes, and anecdotal text in '93 til
captures a time in skateboarding when making a livable income as a
professional skater was a luxury and public understanding of
skateboarding was at an all-time low. It was a time when skateboarding
was searching for an identity, a time before Instagram and big corporate
influences. Street skating was coming of age, testing its limitations and
aligning itself with a new and innovate style of hip-hop culture that was
emerging. Looking back, many skaters today feel as though the '90s were
the golden years of skateboarding. '93 til is a captivating portal into a
decade and a culture that is remembered with warmth and nostalgia.
Much of the photography that Pete has unearthed for '93 til was buried
in boxes for close to two decades and hasn't never been seen or
published before. The 250-page book also contains several timeless
images from his years shooting for SLAP and Transworld Skateboarding
Magazine that will be familiar to the initiated. In addition to his stunning
action shots are plenty of portraits and unguarded, candid moments that
span from the late '80s up through 2004. The book reveals a raw,
unapologetic perspective of a world that no longer exists. Also included
in the book alongside Pete's imagery are quotes and anecdotes from
legends like Tony Hawk, Arto Saari, Jamie Thomas, Guy Mariano, Nyjah
Huston, Geoff Rowley, Stevie Williams and others. Pete moved on from
his career in skate photography in 2004 and is currently living in
Brooklyn.
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star and a childlike waif; a joyful, irreverent party girl with a deeply
spiritual side; a superb friend and a narcissist; a dumb blonde and an
intellectual. No previous biographer has recognized-much less attempted
to analyze-most of these aspects of her personality. Lois Banner has.
With new details about Marilyn's childhood foster homes, her sexual
abuse, her multiple marriages, her affairs, and her untimely death at the
age of thirty-six, Marilyn is, at last, the nuanced biography Monroe fans
have been waiting for.
Whispers Through the Pines - Lynne Wilding 2010-07-01
Is someone or something trying to drive Jessica Pearce insane? Could it
be the hereditary factor of insanity in her family tree? Is it Simon, her
doctor husband? Or is something darker and more sinister happening to
her on Norfolk Island?Jessica Pearce is a successful Perth barrister, until
she suffers an emotional breakdown three weeks after the death of her
son. In an attempt to heal Jessica and her husband, Simon moves to
Norfolk Island for a six month break away from their hectic
worlds.Jessica, immersed in her misery, is touched by Sarah, a landlocked spirit, tied to Norfolk Island and unable to leave or rest. Sarah
sees Jessica as the one to set her free from her spiritual bonds. Slowly
Sarah?story of her brutal death in the times of colonial settlement
unravels. the already strained marriage of Jessica and Simon is
threatened by the mutual attraction between Jessica and Marcus Hunter,
a former psychologist and a native Norfolker who teaches South Pacific
history at Auckland University. the marriage is further threatened by Sue
Levinski, a nurse who sees the difficulties Simon and Jessica are
encountering as a perfect opportunity to perfect her life, being the
partner of a successful doctor. With the breakup of Jessica and
Simon?marriage, she and Marcus turn to solving the mystery of her
haunting. Who is Sarah? What has she done?
I Am a Thief! - Abigail Rayner 2019-09-03
When Eliza Jane Murphy—line leader, captain of the worm rescue
team—impulsively pockets a sparkly green stone from her classroom’s
“Exploring Green” display table, her heart crumples. My heart stopped
singing. My letters went wonky. I was too heavy to swing! I wanted to
put it back . . . But what if someone saw? But when she discovers that
nearly everyone in her family took something once in their lives—from
her baby brother and mom, to her nana with her sausage-stealing
dog—Eliza overcomes her shame to make things right. A hilarious and
heartfelt story about stealing and finding the courage to do the right
thing.
You Roll, Girl! - Anke Dregnat 2019-07-24

corpora and a difference coefficient indicating its relative frequency in
the two corpora.
Field Trip to the Moon - John Hare 2022-02-08
It’s field trip day, and students are excited to travel on their yellow
spaceship bus from their space station to the moon, in this wordless
picture book companion to Field Trip to the Ocean Deep and Field Trip to
Volcano Island. An ALA Notable Children's Book A Golden Duck Notable
Picture Book Short Description / Web 'About this Book' Climb aboard the
spaceship bus for a fantastic field trip adventure to the moon! Once their
bright yellow ship lands, students debark and set out with their teacher
to explore. They jump over trenches and see craters and mountains on
the moon's surface and even Earth in the faraway distance. But when one
student takes a break to draw some pictures and falls asleep, they wake
up to discover that the rest of the class and the spaceship are gone. How
the student passes the time waiting to be rescued makes for a funny and
unexpected adventure that will enchant children all over the galaxy. With
rich atmospheric art, John Hare's wordless picture book invites children
to imagine themselves in the story--a story full of surprises including
some friendly space creatures. A perfect complement to discussions and
lessons on the moon landing. Don't miss Field Trip to the Ocean Deep,
another wordless adventure! Recipient of the Pied Piper Literary Prize
An ILA-CBC Children's Choice! A Pennsylvania Center for the Book
Baker's Dozen Selection! A School Library Journal Best Book of the Year
A Horn Book Best Book of the Year A Bank Street Best Book of the Year Outstanding Merit
Marilyn Monroe - Donald Spoto 2001
A biography of the screen legend employs thirty-five thousand formerly
sealed documents--letters, diaries, and other papers--to examine virtually
every aspect of Monroe's life and death.
Skate the World - Jonathan Mehring 2015
"Hit the streets with 200 exhilarating photographs of the worlds greatest
professional skateboarders in action. In this dynamic collection, awardwinning photographer Jonathan Mehring takes us from New York to
Hong Kong to Istanbul and beyond as he sets out to capture the heart
and soul of skate culture on six continents. Featuring stars like Tony
Hawk, Nyjah Huston, and Eric Koston, Mehrings images have been
published in top skateboarding magazines, and ESPN named him one of
the sports ten most influential people. Now, in his first book, Mehring
invites us along on his exhilarating photo adventures across six
continents. By capturing these experiences on camera and including
complementary images contributed by other top skate photographers,
Mehring presents an exciting and artful look at skate culture around the
world. With an adrenaline rush on every page, this book celebrates the
joy of skateboarding and its power to inspire young people to overcome
obstacleson the board and off."--Amazon.com.
The Miracle of the Bears - Wolf Erlbruch 2006-11-01
A lonely bear asks different animals how he could have bear cub, and
although they give him answers--ranging from pulling one out of a turnip
field to sitting on an egg--none seem right until he meets a girl bear, who
seems to know how it works.
A Frequency Dictionary of German - Randall Jones 2015-06-03
A Frequency Dictionary of German is an invaluable tool for all learners of
German, providing a list of the 4,034 most frequently used words in the
language. Based on a 4.2 million-word corpus which is evenly divided
between spoken, fiction and non-fiction texts, the dictionary provides a
detailed frequency-based list plus alphabetical and part of speech
indexes. All entries in the rank frequency list feature the English
equivalent, a sample sentence plus an indication of major register
variation. The dictionary also contains twenty-one thematically organized
lists of frequently used words on a variety of topics as well as eleven
special vocabulary lists. A Frequency Dictionary of German aims to
enable students of all levels to maximize their study of German
vocabulary in an efficient and engaging way.
Marilyn Monroe - Charles Casillo 2018-08-14
Based on new interviews and research, this ground-breaking biography
explores the secret selves behind Marilyn Monroe’s public facades.
Marilyn Monroe. Her beauty still captivates. Her love life still fascinates.
Her story still dominates popular culture. Now, drawing on years of
research and dozens of new interviews, this biography cuts through
decades of lies and secrets and introduces you to the Marilyn Monroe
you always wanted to know: a living, breathing, complex woman,
bewitching and maddening, brilliant yet flawed. Charles Casillo studies
Monroe’s life through the context of her times—in the days before
feminism. Before there was adequate treatment for Marilyn’s struggle
with bipolar disorder. Starting with her abusive childhood, this

Monster in My House, A - The Umbilical Brothers 2018-10
There's a Monster in my Bedroom. Keep very, very still. Tell me you can
see it. It's giving me a chill . . . A funny, charming rhyming picture book
about a house full of monsters with an unexpected twist from
internationally acclaimed comedy duo The Umbilical Brothers. With
gorgeous, rich illustrations by Berlin artist, Johan Potma.
The Gender and Media Reader - Mary Celeste Kearney 2012
The Gender and Media Reader is the first comprehensive,
interdisciplinary anthology of the best known and most influential
writings in gender and media studies. It is an essential text for those
interested in the development of gender and media studies, its primary
topics, debates, and theoretical approaches.
A Study of TEFL Vocabulary - Magnus Ljung 1990
A study of TEFL vocabulary contains an evaluation of the vocabulary
encountered in 56 textbooks of English for Swedish secondary schools.
The 56 textbooks together make up an electronically stored corpus of
1,437,474 words, which was evaluated from three points of view. were
compared with the corresponding frequency band in an 18 million word
corpus compiled at the University of Birmingham in the course of the
work on the COBUILD dictionary. This comparison reveals clear
differences between the two corpora, with the textbooks containing a
much higher proportion of concrete everyday words than the COBUILD
texts and a lack of many of the common abstract words need for an
understanding of the language of the news media. of certain of the
linguistic criteria for text typology suggested by D.Biber. With the help of
these criteria, it was possible to show that the textbooks tend to be
interactive and to have situated content and reported style, while the
COBUILD texts seem to be edited, to have abstract content and more
immediate style. in terms of the linguistic differences between British
and American English. It was found that the linguistic orientation of both
corpora is overwhelmingly British. described above, among them a list of
the 9330 textbook lemmas with a fequency of 5 or more. Each lemma
appears with its frequencies from the textbook and the COBUILD
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biography exposes how—in spite of her fractured psyche—Marilyn’s
extreme ambition inspired her to transform each celebrated love affair
and each tragedy into another step in her journey towards immortality.
Casillo fully explores the last two years of her life, including her
involvement with both John F. Kennedy and his brother Robert, and the
mystery of her last day. Just a few of Casillo's revelations: *Despite
reports of their bitter rivalry, Elizabeth Taylor secretly reached out and
tried to help Marilyn during one of her darkest moments. *The existence
of Marilyn’s semi-nude love scene with Clark Gable—long thought to be
lost. *A few nights before she died, Marilyn encountered Warren Beatty
at a party and disclosed some of the reasons for her final despair. *A
meticulously detailed account of the events of her last day, revealing how
a series of miscommunications and misjudgments contributed to her
death.
Jake Finds Out - Katherine Applegate 2001-07
A brand new look for the hugely successful Making Out - the series
guaranteed to hook any teenager who's ever fallen in - or out - of love
Making Out 2: Jake Finds Out; Zoey, Lucas, Jake, Nina, Benjamin, Claire,
Christopher and Aisha have all grown up together on chatham Island,
just off the Maine coast. It's confession time for Zoe. The only problem is
that her boyfriend Jake seems far more interested in listening to Claire.
Suddenly it seems like everyone's got a secret and it's only a matter of
time before Jake finds out...
Skateboarding and the City - Iain Borden 2019-02-21
Skateboarding is both a sport and a way of life. Creative, physical,
graphic, urban and controversial, it is full of contradictions – a billiondollar global industry which still retains its vibrant, counter-cultural
heart. Skateboarding and the City presents the only complete history of
the sport, exploring the story of skate culture from the surf-beaches of
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'60s California to the latest developments in street-skating today. Written
by a life-long skater who also happens to be an architectural historian,
and packed through with full-colour images – of skaters, boards, moves,
graphics, and film-stills – this passionate, readable and rigorouslyresearched book explores the history of skateboarding and reveals a
vivid understanding of how skateboarders, through their actions,
experience the city and its architecture in a unique way.
The Night of Wishes - Michael Ende 2017-10-03
From the author of The Neverending Story, a book that reminds us that
“magic—be it good or bad—is no simple matter.” It's New Year’s Eve at
the Villa Nightmare but Beelzebub Preposteror is in no mood for
celebration. As the Shadow Sorcery Minister,Preposteror has a duty to
perform a certain number of evil deeds in service to the Minister of Pitch
Darkness. But this year, to his horror, he’s nowhere near meeting that
quota. Preposteror has all but given up when who should make an
unexpected visit but his aunt, the witch Tyrannia Vampirella. She has
come with a diabolical proposal that just might be the solution to
Preposterer’s dilemma: together they will brew the fabled Notion Potion,
“one of the most ancient and powerful evil spells in the universe,” and
their every evil wish will be granted. The only thing that stands in their
way is a most unlikely team—a cat named Mauricio di Mauro and a raven
known as Jacob Scribble, who have just hours to thwart the plans of their
sorcerer masters and save the world from destruction.
The BNC Handbook - Guy Aston 1998
The authors explain how to use large language corpora in explanatory
learning and English languages teaching and research. They focus on the
largest corpus of spoken and written data compiled (the BNC) and on the
search tool SARA.
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